ABSTRACT Emotion cause extraction is one of the most important applications in natural language processing tasks. It is a difficult challenge due to the complex semantic information between emotion description and the whole document. Previous approaches have revealed that clause is an important indicator of emotion-cause extraction. As such, selecting a suitable clause has become an interesting challenge. Different from existed clause selection methods which mainly focus on semantic similarity between clause and emotion description, in this paper, we proposed a hierarchical network-based clause selection framework in which the similarity is calculated by considering document features from word's position, different semantic levels (word and phrase), and interaction among clauses, respectively. Experimental study on a Chinese emotion-cause corpus has shown the proposed framework's effectiveness and the potential of integrating different level's information.
I. INTRODUCTION
Emotion cause extraction is a fundamental and challenging task for emotion analysis and deserves well-investigated [1] . Different from other emotion tasks such as emotion classification [2] , emotion recognition [3] and reader's emotion prediction [4] , emotion-cause extraction not only focuses on emotion expression, but also cares about the stimuli of an emotion [1] . The cause of emotion is sometimes more important than the emotion itself in certain scenarios. For example, in the social network based recommendation websites, there are a large number of evaluation and feedback from users. The service provider, e.g, restaurant, cares more about why costumers like or dislike their service rather than emotion included in the comments. Figure 1 is an emotion extraction example from SINA City News, where ''sad'' is an emotion word and the cause of ''sad'' is ''she was told the bad news about the death of her husband''. The goal of emotion-cause extraction task is to identify the reason behind an emotion expression [5] . Extracting emotion cause from texts requires better comprehension of the text and more features learned from the sentences.
In the earlier study, some researchers tried to develop a set of rules to help identify the emotion cause. For example, Li and Xu [6] first constructed an automatic rule-based system to detect the event cause of each document. Later on, Gao et al. [7] also adopted a rule-based approach to detect emotion cause. Their method extracted various linguistic cues from an emotion cause annotated corpus and then generalized a list of linguistic rules with the help of these cues. Unlike conventional statistical based methods, their approach inferred and extracted the reasons of emotions by importing knowledge and theories from other fields, e.g., sociology area. Though rule based approaches are easy in implementation, their performance heavily relies on the size of annotated corpus and these approaches are less flexible.
Some researchers started to analyze the syntactic information of the sentences in the document to help extract emotion cause. For example, Gui et al. [8] proposed a syntactical tree based multi-kernel SVMs model to complete this task. Their method could take lexical features into consideration and also detect all possible combinations of syntactic structures to obtain sufficient features for emotion analysis with the use of a limited training set. This method achieved better performance compared to the previous study, while it would be more beneficial to consider the semantic information between emotion description and rest sentences [9] .
As to the semantic perspective, Gui et al. revealed that the presence of conjunctions and prepositions could indicate the discourse information among clauses, which suggests the importance of clause level information. The efficiency of such clause level information has been also proven in other emotion analysis fields. For example, the experimental results conducted in emotion annotation have shown clauselevel features can improve the prediction of emotion of the sentence [10] .
Therefore, the basic analysis unit should also consider clause level information [8] . Gui et al. [5] argued that it is an initial and important step to split the context into several clauses and each clause maybe considered as a text containing the description of an event which may or may not cause the certain emotion. Based on this idea, they proposed a Convolutional Multiple-Slot Memory Network (ConvMSMemnet) to deal with the clause selection by considering the relationship between each clause and the emotion description. This model could extract both word level sequence features and lexical features by storing relevant context in different memory slots. Although this method has achieved great performance by taking the relationship between clause and emotion description into consideration, it might be more useful for emotion extraction if we can also consider the relationship among clauses because just modeling the semantic matching between individual pair of emotion description and a single clause maybe have limited influence [11] .
In light of these challenges, we proposed a multiple level hierarchical network based clause selection (HCS) approach. This hierarchical framework is inspired by the hierarchical model in another type of sentiment analysis task [12] , which implemented word-level and clause-level attentions for aspect sentiment classification and highlighted the efficiency of incorporating the importance degrees of both words and clauses inside a sentence. In this research, we propose to take word's position, different levels of semantic information (i.e., word-level and phrase-level), as well as relationship among clauses all into consideration for emotion-cause extraction. The goal is to more effectively find the clause which obtains the highest probability to be the answer of the emotion. In this model, a word level attention network, which consists of content attention and position attention [13] , is first implemented to model the word-level information. Afterwards convolutionary neural network (CNN) is utilized for analyzing phrase level information with regard to emotion description. According to the Statistical MT (SMT), phrases are simply chains of words that frequently co-occur and are aligned with the same source word sequences [14] . Besides, the bidirectional gated recurrent units (Bi-GRU) is adopted to extract relationships among clauses to help clause selection. The experimental results have shown potential of this hierarchical framework in clause selection.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposed a multiple level hierarchical network based model for emotion-cause extraction (HCS). Section 3 will study the experimental results and Section 4 will discuss the related work in this area. Finally, Section 5 concludes the work and outlines the future directions. Figure 2 is the proposed hierarchical framework in which the emphasis is put on different level of the emotion document gradually during the whole clause selection process. First, an attention based word level network will be conducted to study words' content information and position's influence in the emotion document. Afterwards a CNN based phrase level network is proposed to further investigate the relation between phrase and emotion description. Finally the interaction among clauses will be studied by a Bi-GRU based clause level network.
II. METHODOLOGY

A. DATA REPRESENTATION
In a clause selection task, a given emotion document D contains an emotion description E and other clauses [5] . For each document D = {c 1 , . . . c i , . . . , c n } consisting of n clauses, the goal is to identify which clause contains the emotioncause. For an input clause c i = {w i 1 , . . . , w i j , . . . , w i m }, where each word w i j will be mapped into a dimensional embedding [15] . The word embedding matrix can be represented as Emb ∈ R d×|V | , where d is the dimension of word vector and V is the vocabulary size. Similarly, the words in emotion description E are also represented by word embedding. In the implementation of the model, it will be convenient to pad the emotion description and all of the clauses included in the emotion document to have the same length s = max(c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n , E). As a result, each clause including emotion description can be represented as a feature map of dimension d × s.
B. WORD LEVEL ATTENTION NETWORK
The attention mechanism in this part consist of content attention and position attention. The basic intuition of content attention is that words in each clause does not contribute equally to the semantic meaning of a clause, and the position attention is designed for the reason that intuitively a context 9072 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. Multiple level hierarchical network based clause selection framework.
word closer to the emotion description should be attached more importance than a farther one [16] .
1) CONTENT ATTENTION
This kind of attention is proposed to compute an alignment score between elements from two sources [17] . As show in Fig. 2 , each row of a clasue i is the representation of a word. We describe the attention feature matrix between emotion description E and the i th clause c i as A i whose attention weights are computed on the output of convolution layer. Let
) denote the vectors of the words in a clause, in this part, attention computes the alignment score between v i j and E according to a compatibility function f (v i j , E), which represents the attention of E to v i j . Then a softmax function is implemented to compute the probability distribution p(z|V i , E), where z indicates the importance of the token in clause c i to emotion description E. The process above can be summarized by equations as follows:
(1)
where f (v i j , E) can be represented as follows:
The σ (·) is an activation function [17] and W T is a weight vector. The W (1) and W (2) are weighted vectors. Then the output of clause c i after attention layer can be represented as:
where
2) POSITION ATTENTION
The content attention mechanism mentioned above ignores the position information between word in clauses and emotion description. In this part, three strategies are adopted to encode the location information in the attention model. The details are described as follows:
• Strategy 1. Following the position encoding method proposed in [13] , we define the position sequence relative to the emotion description E, where
Here p i j ∈ R 1×m is the relative distance of token v i j in clause c i to the emotion description E; n i is the clause length; and e 1 , e 2 are the starting and ending indices of the emotion description E respectively. Then we pad vector p i j into a matrix P i ∈ R m×m and add position attention to the previous model with:
where · means element-wise multiplication and
• Strategy 2. Compared to the attention calculation conducted in Strategy 1, we adopt another method to represent the position sequence p i j as where n is the document length, l i is the location of word w i in the whole document.
• Strategy 3. Inspired by the location model used in [16] , we consider the location vector p i j of word w i j in clause c i as a parameter and regard location representations as neural gates. These gates are able to control how many semantics should be stored for the next stage. The clause representation after this strategy can be shown as
where position vectors are fed into a sigmoid function σ .
C. PHRASE LEVEL NETWORK
Though word is an important hint in emotion-cause detection, the phrase is also an import indicator for detecting the relationship between the clause and the emotion description.
As such in this research we further propose a CNN based phrase level relation detection part, as shown in Fig. 3 .
1) CONVOLUTIONAL LAYER
The convolutional filter can be represented as W l i ∈ R l×d , where l is the window size of the filter. Let
, then a representation for each phrase of length l can be learned.
here we use P l i,j to represent phrase vectors generated by convolutional layer, which includes all phrases ended with f 0 i,j . The number of words in phrase is equal to the size of filter.
2) WEIGHTED POOLING LAYER
We implement a match matrix which compares all units in c i with all units of E in order to re-weight the convolution output. The match matrix between clause c i and E can be represented as follow:
here the function f can be defined as: f (x, y) = 1/(1+|x −y|), where | · | is Euclidean distance [18] . The scores of column j in M i stand for the attention distribution of the j-th unit in E with respect to c i , and the scores of row k in M i denote the attention distribution of the k-th unit in c i with respect to E.
] be the weight of unit j in c i and P i ∈ R (s+w−1)×d be the output of convolutional layer for clause c i . Then the new feature map after weighted pooling layer can be computed by the following equation:
D. CLAUSE LEVEL NETWORK
We denote the representation of clause c i after convolutional neural network as s i (s i ∈ R 1×d 1 ). To capture the information among the clauses, the bidirectional gated recurrent units (Bi-GRU) are used. Bi-GRU can capture the sematic correlations among the clauses which are from the same document, as GRU is easier to capture long-term dependencies and has more persistent memory compared to RNN. GRU is considered as a simplified LSTMs, which based on just two multiplicative gates [19] . The GRU model can be defined by the following equations:
The network is fed with input vector x t with parameters [20] . The activations of both update gate and reset gate are element-wise logistic sigmoid functions σ (·), stands for element-wise multiplication that can be represented as σ (x) = 1 1+e −x , and tanh(·) is a tangent function which can be defined as tanh(x) = e x −e −x e x +e −x . The Bi-GRU model implemented in our experiment is based on the GRU model, which maintains two hidden layers, one for the left-to-right propagation, and another for the rightto-left propagation [21] . We use the sentence representation S = {s 1 , . . . , s i , . . . s n } obtained from CNN model as the inputs of Bi-GRU network. The final output of the s i is represented by the following equation:
then a multiple layer perceptron (MLP) is used to compute the scores of h t as: Finally, score t is used to make a prediction for current clause c t with softmax function.
E. REGULARIZATION
In order to eliminate the risk of overfitting caused by large number of parameters used in deep neural nets, we apply the regularization method proposed by [22] to the output of a dense layer, which revisits L2 regularization in the form of temporal activation regularization (TAR). It can be defined as:
where L 2 (·) = || · ||, h t is the output of the GRU at timestep t, and α is a scaling coefficient [22] . The TAR can penalize large changes in hidden state between timesteps, because of the prior it adds to minimize differences between states.
III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY A. DATASETS AND EVALUATION METRICS
Our experiments 1 are based on a simplified Chinese emotion cause corpus [8] . This corpus contains 2,105 documents from SINA city news and the details are shown in Table 1 . Each document which has only one emotion word and one or more emotion causes is segmented into several clauses manually. The main task is to identify which clause contains the emotion cause [5] . We adopted commonly used evaluation metrics for this study, i.e., precision (P), recall (R), and F1 score. The evaluation metrics P/R/F are defined as follows:
where TP, FP, and FN represent true positives, false positives, and false negatives, respectively.
In the experiments, we randomly select 90% of the data set as training data and 10% as testing data. In order to obtain statistically credible results, we evaluate our method and baseline methods 25 times with different train/test splits.
B. BASELINES
In this research, we introduce six competitor models to study the contribution of each model component. These models are briefly described below: 1 The source code is available at https://github.com/ deardelia/ECextraction
• RB-CB-ML (Machine learning method trained from rule-based features and facts from a common-sense knowledge base): This methods proposed a multi-label approach to detect emotion causes [23] . It created two sets of linguistic patterns during feature extraction in order to capture the long-distance information to facilitate emotion-cause detection. This model has been tested in [5] who used a SVM with features extracted from the rules defined in [24] .
• Word2Vec-SVM: It utilized a SVM classifier incorporated with word representations learned by a novel Word2vec model. The method presented a simplified variant of Noise Contrastive Estimation (NCE)for training the Word2Vec and used phrase-level making the Skip-gram model more expressive [15] .It identified a large number of phrases with data-driven approach, and then considered the phrases as individual tokens during the training.
• ConvMS-Memnet: This approach considered emotioncause identification as a reading comprehension task in QA [5] . It proposed a new deep memory slots to model the relation between a story and a query for QA system and to capture sequential information with the use of convolutional operations.
• CNN-MLP: In this model, we first model the emotion description and the clauses from the same document with convolutional network. Then we are inspired by the approach proposed by [25] to concatenate the sentencelevel representation of emotion description with sentence vectors of clauses respectively, and these concatenated vectors are the input of MLP for emotion-cause detection.
• CNN-BiGRU-MLP_I: This model adds bi-directional gated recurrent units to get the information among clauses. Similar to the CNN+MLP method mentioned above, this model also uses CNN to get sentence representation and then concatenates vectors. Next, Bi-GRU is adopted to extract semantic information on sentence level. Finally MLP layer is implemented. This method is to prove the efficiency of Bi-GRU on the performance of emotion-cause extraction task.
• CNN-BiGRU-MLP_II: Compared with CNN-BiGRU-MLP_I, this model adopts a novel weighted pooling layer in convolutional neural network except using average pooling or max pooling. The motivation of this method is to evaluate the effectiveness of the weighted pooling on CNN model. Table 2 shows the overall evaluation results. For Machine learning based method, RB-CB-ML and Word2Vec-SVM achieve relatively low F1 score compared with other deep learning based model. Although Word2Vec-SVM obtained word representation from the SINA news raw corpus, it also failed to perform well. As to the deep learning approaches, ConvMS-Memnet achieves F-measure of 69.55 and it far more outperforms all the machine learning methods mentioned above. The reason for its good performance can be explained by the structure of memory network and deep architecture, which can model both syntactic and semantic information and also consider an emotion lexicon. Inspired by its success, other deep learning based models are implemented and the final version model HCS proposed in this paper reaches the best performance. Although CNN-MLP method achieves better than previous machine learning based model, it does not perform well. CNN-MLP only models features in a single clause rather than considering the relation with other clauses. Therefore, the utilization of Bi-GRU in CNN-BiGRU-MLP_I method proves the efficiency of semantic and syntactic information between clauses in the emotion-cause extraction task. CNN-BiGRU-MLP_I achieves F1 score of 65.47, which performs better than the simple CNN-MLP model by 7.13%. Then the application of weighted pooling method in CNN-BiGRU-MLP_II increases the F1 score by 2.78% compared with average pooling based CNN-BiGRU-MLP_II, as the weighted pooling mechanism can better focuses on the features related to emotion cause. HCS implementing an attention layer before CNN achieves the highest F1 score of 72.69%, which proves that the attention layer is effective to make the whole model focus on the emotion-related words.
C. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
D. EFFECTS OF ATTENTION MECHANISM 1) CONTENT ATTENTION
To gain better insights into our proposed model, we conduct other experiments to understand the influence brought out by content attention and local attention.
Attention layer attempts to measure the importance of each word in a clause according to the emotion description. In Figure 4 , we choose to visualize the vector representation obtained from words in each clause included in a Fig. 1 after attention layer.
In this example, the cause of the emotion description ''too sad to faint'' is ''bad news about the death of her husband''. We adopt the widely used dimension reduction method t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [26] to project word vectors into a two-dimensional space. In Fig. 4 , each word is projected into a single point whose coordinate represents the weights projected on each direction. It can be seen that the words included in emotion cause, such as ''bad news'', ''death'', ''husband'' are close to the emotion description. This figure denotes that attention layer enables the cause-related words to gain more attention from emotion description. Table 3 shows the experiment results achieved by different position attention system. The Strategy1, 2, 3 represent the position attention strategies mentioned in part 3 respectively. From the table, we can notice that all of the position attention systems can contribute to the improvement of F1 score. Among them, Strategy 1 performs best, which proves the efficiency of position attention. The reason for the little improvement brought out by Strategy 2 might be that it only considers the distance between words and emotion description in the document level while ignores the importance of clause level.
2) POSITION ATTENTION
3) VISUALIZATION OF ATTENTION MECHANISM
In order to get better understanding of the effects of attention mechanism, we visualize the attention weight of each words in a clauses and the results can be seen in Table 4 . Among the table, it should be noticed that we consider the weighted pooling in CNN model as another kind of attention system, as it also figures out the weights of words.
E. EFFECTS OF ACTIVATION REGULARIZATION
Here we discuss the efficiency of activation regularization (TAR) adopted in our method with the ordinary L 2 approach. Figure 5 shows the changes of F1 score with the training batch. ''TAR_train'' and ''TAR_test'' represent the F1 score of training set and test set with the implementation of TAR, then ''R_train'' and''R_test'' are the F1 scores achieved by the use of ordinary regularization method. According to the Fig. 5 , although there is little difference between the F1 scores achieved by two regularization methods, the F1 score of test set using ordinary regularization is much lower than that adopting TAR, which suggests that TAR can reduce the risk of overfitting.
IV. RELATED WORK
Emotion cause extraction task is one of the fundamental challenges in the area of emotion analysis. Its goal is to reveal important information about what causes a certain emotion and why there is an emotion change [5] .
In the currently existed studies in emotion recognition, deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) was widely adopted to learn the relevant and complex feature representation from short segments of data [27] . The original CNN model has been proven to exhibit better results than those of DNNs [28] , who trained CNNs to classify and recognize EEG signals [29] according to the emotional states ''positive'' or ''negative''. CNNs require fewer parameters and are more suitable for inputting raw data because CNN layer does not need to disband the structure of data. Later on, as Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) have shown considerable success in many natural language processing (NLP) tasks, Lim et al. proposed a Speech Emotion Recognition (SER) method based on concatenated CNNs and RNNs without using any traditional hand-crafted features [30] . This method performed better compared to those conventional classification methods. In order to reduce the risk of overfitting, Li et al. [31] organized differential entropy features from different channels as two-dimensional maps to train a used hierarchical convolutional neural network (HCNN) to classify the positive, neutral, and negative emotion states. All the aforementioned work only focused on emotion recognition task rather than emotion-cause extraction.
As for emotion-cause extraction, Lee et al. first constructed a Chinese emotion cause corpus for designing automatic systems of emotion-cause detection and emotion classification [32] . Chen et al. [23] regarded this task as a case of cause detection and proposed a multi-label approach to detect emotion causes. They developed two sets of linguistic features for emotion-cause detection based on linguistic cues. Such rule-based method was popular in early studies. For example, Neviarouskaya and Aono [33] proposed a model which was based on the analysis of syntactic and dependency information from the parser in order to extract emotion causes automatically. Similarly, Gao et al. [7] also utilized a rulebased system which extracts the corresponding cause events in fine-grained emotions from the results of events, actions of agents and aspects of objects. Cheng et al. [34] focused on emotion-cause detection using a multiple-user structure (i.e., texts in a microblog are successively written by multiple users). Their experiments show that the current-subtweetbased emotion-cause detection is much more difficult than the original emotion-cause detection and needs further exploration.
Recently Gui et al. [8] constructed a new corpus using SINA city news and based on this corpus, they first used a convolution kernel based multi-kernel SVM method for event-driven emotion-cause extraction. Later on, they further verified the importance of analyzing clause and selecting suitable clause as the first and preliminary step towards emotioncause detection. Based on this argument, they consider the emotion description as a question and clause as potential answers and then proposed a proposed a ConvMS-Memnet model to deal with the clause selection challenge [5] to this task.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Clauses are important sources for extracting emotion cause from documents. In this research we proposed a multiple level hierarchical network based clause selection (HCS) strategy to tackle this problem. The proposed hierarchical framework is able to detect emotion cause related clause from three levels: word level, phrase level and clause level, respectively. It can not only take semantic information between emotion description and clause into consideration but also consider the relationships among clauses. Experimental results conducted on the publicly available Chinese emotion cause corpus demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model.
In our future work, it is interesting to explore more efficient ways to find the cause of emotion directly rather than output the clause which probably includes the emotion cause. Furthermore, we would like to apply our multiple level hierarchical network based clause selection model to other emotion analysis tasks.
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